Spatial localization of cardiac optical mapping with multiphoton excitation.
Depth and radius of regions interrogated by cardiac optical mapping with a laser beam depend on photon travel inside the heart. It would be useful to limit the range of depth and radius interrogated. We modeled the effects of a condensing lens to concentrate laser light at a target depth inside the heart, and near infrared excitation to increase penetration and produce two-photon absorption. A Monte Carlo simulation that incorporated a 0.55-NA lens, and absorption and scattering of 1064- or 488-nm laser light in 3-D cardiac tissue indicated the distribution of excitation fluence inside the tissue. A subsequent simulation incorporating absorption and scattering of transmembrane voltage-sensitive fluorescence (wavelength 669 nm) indicated locations from which fluorescence photons exiting the tissue surface originated. The results indicate that mapping at depths up to 300 microm in hearts can provide significant improvement in localization over existing cardiac optical mapping. The estimated interrogation region is sufficiently small to examine cardiac events at a cellular or subcellular scale and may allow mapping at various depths in the heart.